We offer phenomenal artworks
to finish off your home
Modern visual art for posh interiors. Created with a purpose to enhance living
spaces and enrich your life.

11 Art

Studio
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Our latest projects
We offer more

Welcome to
11 Art Studio
We are Catherine and Ivan - a family team crafting unique artworks for your
modern home interior. We help take your interior decor to new heights.
As equal partners in the creative process, we are both №1. Together, we are ’11 Art Studio’
which is the symbolic meaning behind our studio’s name.
We are art enthusiasts who can wake up at 1am and start doing sketches in acrylic after the
moment of inspiration hits us. We can talk for hours about a new project and interior details. We
love complicated projects, and difficult tasks. The more challenging, the better!

Artists with experience
Fine art services
Visit our studio
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Photographic
report

We present our
latest projects
We love to craft abstract stories inspired by
Jackson Pollock artworks. We love simplelooking artwork with scientific depth that
provokes thought.
We are against empty walls and boring
interiors that kill our emotions and the joy of
being at home.

We paint pictures not just to fill walls, but to
bring meaning to the space by balancing or
accentuating interior elements.

Our portraits attract attention and are a
stunning addition to your home. Each portrait
is unique and crafted with divine inspiration.

We love abstract portraits. Pleasant images of
the beautiful human body, without the realism
inherent in academic drawing or photography.
Containing elements of creativity and novelty
in performance.

Your home is not complete without a stunning
statement piece like one of our incredible
portraits.
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Discover amazing interiors
A perfect addition to your boho home decor. Equally at home in a
modern home with it’s tones and highlights connecting to many of the
favourite materials in mid-century modern designs.

Exquisite & cozy apartments
The baked ground under the harsh Australian sun was the inspiration for these original pieces.
The soil is bleached by the everpresent rays of the summer sun. Looking at this piece allows the
you to experience the haze of high summer year round. As the eye loses focus you’ll feel
the haydaze and headiness of summer flood into the room.

Beautiful & luxurious
Add a sense of light and playfulness to your room with textured artwork
from 11 Art Studio.
•
•
•

Bronze overtones
Textured white accents
Understated shine
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Wonderful
& breathtaking
We offer unique, vibrant portraits that add
bespoke charm to your home decor. Each of
our paintings bring a luxurious element to
your interior space. We are all about creating
beautiful art to enhance your space.

Artwork by:
11Art Studio

Your home is not complete without a
statement piece of decor. Our artwork is
guaranteed to impress your guests and make
you fall more in love with your home every

Surface:
Canvas, linen, board

single day.
Your home is your sanctuary. No matter if you
are aiming for a chic, bohemian look or have
a more modern, contemporary finish in your
decor, our art is the finishing piece you need.
We are here to serve your residential and
commercial art needs. Get in contact with
us now to see how we can make your décor
dreams a reality today.

Clients:
Residential and commercial projects

Mediums:
Professioanl acrylic paint and ink
Size range:
From 45x50cm, up to 200x300cm
Budget:
From A$798.00
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We offer commission
projects on any subject
Do you like our paintings and want something custom? Custom size,
particular colour scheme or subject matter.

We can help! Message something that you have already seen in our store
or portfolio, or something that has inspired you. Our canvas supplier stocks
many different sized blank canvases to suit your needs. We can organise
custom sizes. We are always flexible to meet your needs.
All commissions require a 20% deposit to start. You will receive photos of
the finished piece before it has been glossed. We will be able to make any
changes at this point. After approval, the painting will be varnished. Once the
balance has been paid, Ivan will carefully package and insure your piece.
There is no risk to you. If you reject the painting, we will simply refund your
deposit and use it as stock.

11artstudio.com.au
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We enrich your interior
Timeframe:
Commission turn around 5-10 days
Size:
Any custom size up to 300 cm
Materials:
Acrylic paint on canvas or linen
stretched or rolled

We believe it is a crime to live in a nearly
a million dollars property and do not style it
that gives you emotional response.
Artwork should invoke a response from you.
Art should inspire you to celebrate the joys of
life, inspire productivity and more.

Guarantee:
Pay the balance when you are satisfied

We want to help you create a bespoke home
interior that fosters your creative spirit. Your
art should inspire joy and happiness, and we
are here to make this a reality for you.

Shipping & return:
Free shipping & 7 days free returns

Catherine and Ivan are both passionate artists
with an eye for impressive interior decor.

Each painting created by them is created
with the home in mind. It is time to invest in
high-quality artwork that will turn your home
into a sanctuary. Our beautiful portraits are
the perfect addition to the modern, boutique
home.
We have an extensive range of artwork
available. We are also available to do
commissions on request.
Contact us now to see how we can enrich
your home’s interior and create beautiful
living spaces with you today.
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Artists with many years
of professional experience
Hence we are both №1, which is the
symbolic meaning behind our studio’s
name. Together, we are ’11 Art Studio’.

Artist

We are passionate artists with a wealth of expertise ready to help you create the
home interior of your dreams today.

Catherine
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Catherine & Ivan

Ivan

Catherine

In the studio

Artists & Owners

And his little helpers

Insperied by family

where everybody gets inspired

We are a family team running our bespoke art business from our stunning
studio in beautiful Queensland. We spend a lot of time perfecting each
canvas.

We flesh-out every idea for each composition, including palette, purpose
and atmosphere of each work. Sometimes a dozen sketches are
completed before we even start, ensuring the best quality possible.

Our artworks are a fully immersive experience in which we concentrate
our attention to detail. We are proud of our creations and happy to share
our inspirations.
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Idea
Master of art by education, and
interior designers by passion.
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Sketch
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Visualization

Follow modern trends, changing style
rapidly from project to project.

Visualizing creative ideas on
the wall.

Why choose us?

We provide professional
execution of interior art
designs
Catherine has a degree in visual art. After many years of study and practice, she has experience to
with many mediums and styles. Portraits, landscapes, still lifes, graphics, abstract, oil, acrylic, ink
are mediums she is confident working with.
We are ready to help self-designers, design studios and all art lovers redesign their interior and
exterior spaces. Our art will help transform your space, turning it into a sanctuary for your soul.

Our art works are created with a purpose, to enrich interior and
help you get in-touch with your emotions.

Only professional materials from leading Australian and
international brands. Guaranteed reliability and durability.

We follow industry trends and allow our artists creative reign.
Our artworks are inspired by your interior. We work for your space.

We are inspired by complex projects. Our artists love complex
projects. Let’s make your dreams a reality today.
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Visit our studio
& see how we work
We are a people-to-people business. You are
welcome to visit us any time. Just send us a
message to schedule the time to have a look
available artworks or just to have a chat.
We offer studio tours if you want to see how we
work. We offer premier commission pieces and
can help make your interior design dreams a reality
today. Get in contact with us now to make your art
a reality.

11artstudio.com.au
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Get in touch
36 Weedons Rd, Nerang 4211 QLD,
Australia
hello@11artstudio.com.au
11artstudio.com.au
+61 468 300 234

